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I.

Executive Summary

The following is a final report detailing the history of Francis S. Gabreski Airport, the subsequent
re-established Community Advisory Board and its identification of current challenges, concerns of
the public, and findings and recommendations. Pursuant to legislation IR 1062-2021,1 the Gabreski
Community Advisory Board was re-established with the intent of analyzing current trends and
problems facing the airport and considering recommendations to mitigate ongoing concerns. The
work of the original Gabreski Airport Community Advisory Board, established in 2005 under
executive order 48-2005, resulted in the creation of two subcommittees, the Gabreski Noise
Mitigation Working Group, which has met regularly since its creation, and the Gabreski Airport
Conservation and Assessment Committee, which has met on an as-needed basis. However, because
of the COVID-19 pandemic and increasing constituent concerns over noise and air traffic, the
Suffolk County Legislature voted to re-establish the Community Advisory Board to make a full and
proper assessment of the current conditions and allow for public input to determine possible
solutions so that a report may be composed and submitted to the Suffolk County Executive, the
Clerk of the Legislature, and each member of the Suffolk County Legislature.

This report will first provide an overview of the history of the airport to establish a regional context
of the airport and demonstrate how it has transformed since its inception both in usage and
administrative function. Likewise, the history will detail various legislative resolutions that were
passed by the Suffolk County Legislature and implications following their passage. Furthermore, this
report will examine the challenges that Gabreski faces today in 2022 and beyond by reviewing
current data and statistics as well as public comments. More specifically, the report will review recent
trends related to increasing population and detailed information regarding the airport’s usage, types
of aircraft, frequency, and airport logistics.2 Additionally, public comments and correspondences
made during the meetings of the Community Advisory Board, which held four sessions on July 28,

1

The legislation can be read in its entirety here.

2

This section will also discuss how the aforementioned subcommittees have been addressing the issues raised by the
public.
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2021, November 17, 2021, February 10, 2022, and April 6, 2022, will be assessed to effectively
demonstrate the concerns of the community.

Finally, the last two sections of this report will cover the findings as a result of the Community
Advisory Board’s work, in which graphics and data will be provided. Additionally, this report will
review recommendations that were made during the meetings for which some individuals and
organizations provided input, such as Gabreski Airport Management, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), and the Eastern Region Helicopter Council, to be put forth to the Suffolk
County Legislature and Suffolk County Executive.

The authors of this report would also like to thank the members of the public for their input and
contributions made both in public and in submitted correspondence. Additionally, we want to
acknowledge the participants of the public and appointed members of the Gabreski Community
Advisory Board for their diligent participation. In particular, Josh Smith, the Gabreski Airport
Manager, who also served as this body’s secretary, was a major contributor to this report in
providing data and expert-level detail of aircraft and operations of the airport. Likewise, we also
extend our gratitude to Tom McCormack, chair of the Eastern Region Helicopter Council; and Tim
Byrns, Tower Manager of Gabreski Airport; as well as members of the Federal Aviation Agency:
Steven Jones, Deputy Regional Administrator, Eastern National Engagement and Regional
Administration of the Federal Aviation Administration; James Schultz, General Manager NY
District, Air Traffic Organization; Patrick Magnotta, Deputy Director, Airports Division; David
Cohen, Compliance Program Manager, Airports Division. Federal representation would not have
been possible without the assistance from the office of Congressman Lee Zeldin. Thank you to all
who were integral to the completion of this report.

The complete list of members who served on the Gabreski Airport Community Advisory Board are
as follows:
Legislator Bridget Fleming

Legislator Al Krupski

Joshua Smith

Daniel Segal
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Nancy Burner, Esq

John L. Cullen

Joyce Donneson

James Underwood

Steve Farrell

Gregg Rechler

Eric Lang

Jacqueline Chaplin

Bob DeLuca

Col. Andrew “AJ” Wineberger

Beecher Halsey

Taylor Smith

Tommy John Schiavoni

Paul Mejean
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II. History of Francis S. Gabreski Airport
General Overview
Gabreski Airport was named after Col. Francis Stanley Gabreski (AKA Gabby), a Polish-American
pilot who bravely served in the United States Air Force during the Second World War. Stationed in
Wheeler Field, Hawaii, Gabreski was assigned to the 45th Fighter Squadron during the attack on
Pearl Harbor on December 7th 1941. His name carries important historical meaning both locally
and around the world for his decorated service, enduring 53 combat missions and claiming 28
victories during the Second World War and the Korean War. Gabreski’s name has become
synonymous with the airport given its continued partnership with the Air National Guard and
military history.
In 1943, the airport was constructed by the United States government to serve as an Air Force base
during the Second World War. Suffolk County shortly took control of the airport after the war.
However, it was reclaimed by the United States government during the Korean War in 1951. A
decade later it was used by the United States Air Force as an Air Defense Command station. The
airport again became a Suffolk County asset in July of 1972 and officially became a functioning
airport under the oversight of the FAA, and eventually became named in honor of the Long Island
veteran, Col. Francis S. Gabreski, in 1991.
The quitclaim deed in which the sale was agreed upon in 1972 between the United States
government and Suffolk County determined that the County would seek “the development,
improvement and operation and maintenance of the airport.”3 Two studies took place in 1970 and in
1980 that helped the Suffolk County Legislature and Suffolk County Executive at the time determine
the appropriate usage, size and scope, and purpose of the airport. The development plan eventually
came to determine that the primary purpose of the County's airport property would be aviation,
with essential operating surfaces such as runways and taxiways providing maximum operational
efficiency for general aviation, which include aircraft utilized by corporate business, private jet
owners, along with varied civil-military capacities through the Air National Guard.

3

For more on the Suffolk County history of Gabreski Airport, see here.
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The airport is located on Sheldon Way in Westhampton Beach in the Town of Southampton and
covers over 1,400 acres with three runways and a number of facilities and aircraft service points.
There is one fixed-base operator that provides services to airport users. The Suffolk County Police
Department also has an aviation unit with a MEDEVAC helicopter at the airport to meet public
safety needs. Additionally, a paramedic aircraft employed by Stony Brook University Hospital is on
standby.
Throughout the years of its operational use under Suffolk County, the surrounding community has
weighed in on its use and the implications of air traffic impact. Starting in 2005, the Gabreski
Airport Community Advisory Board was first established under executive order 48-2005 to enhance
the safety at the airport, and foster a collaborative developmental approach with the neighboring
community, as well as improve the airport’s responsiveness to its neighboring communities. The
action resulted in the creation of two subcommittees, the Gabreski Noise Mitigation Work Group,
which has met regularly since its creation, and the Gabreski Airport Conservation and Assessment
Committee, which meets on an as-needed basis. These subcommittees are integral to the public
oversight of the operations and impact of the airport in the surrounding community.

Gabreski Under Suffolk County Government
ESTABLISHING THE GABRESKI AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE. In 2004, the
Gabreski Airport Advisory Committee was created to promote the development and better usage of
Francis S. Gabreski Airport, and to provide necessary input from users of the airport, airport lease
holders, and the local community, as well as to advise the Suffolk County Legislature regarding
maximizing the potential of the Francis S. Gabreski Airport. The Gabreski Airport Advisory
Committee was established with 15 members including the Legislator of the district in which the
airport is located serving as the Chair of the Committee and four public meetings to be held each
year. Notice of the public meetings was published in the local newspaper that is determined by the
Suffolk County Legislature.4

4

More details on Intro. Res. No. 1062-2021 are found here.
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The work of the original Gabreski Airport Community Advisory Board, in 2004, resulted in the
creation of the Gabreski Noise Mitigation Work Group. In 2021, with the support of the Suffolk
County Legislature and Suffolk County Executive Steve Bellone, Suffolk County Legislator Bridget
Fleming authored legislation to re-establish the advisory group as the Gabreski Airport Community
Advisory Board with the primary objective of addressing community concerns, enhancing safety at
the airport, and improving the airport’s responsiveness to its neighboring communities.5
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which engendered shifts in demographics, the local communities
surrounding the airport expressed renewed interest in traffic and noise concerns in association with
the operation of Gabreski Airport. As a result, the Suffolk County Legislature deemed it valuable to
review conditions and current practices of communication and community outreach in order to
address rising concerns. The re-established Gabreski Airport Community Advisory Board was
created for a limited purpose to examine and evaluate traffic and noise concerns through an analysis
of data and statistics collected by the airport and recommendations generated by Advisory Board
Members, the public, and participating organizations.
The Community Advisory Board also was tasked with reviewing all areas impacted by such noise
and traffic to specifically determine locations where the airport has the largest impact. Additionally
the Community Advisory Board was charged with providing measures to be considered by the
County, with final approval from the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”), in order to remediate
or mitigate any current or future traffic and noise concerns associated with the operation of
Gabreski Airport. Finally, the Community Advisory Board was tasked to write a written report of
the findings and recommendations to be provided to the County Executive, the Clerk of the
Legislature, and each member of the County Legislature as provided herein.

5

More details on Intro. Res. No. 1062-2021 are found here.
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III. Airport Operations & Usage
General Aviation
For this section, it is important to highlight and define Francis S. Gabreski Airport operations and
usage as falling within the General Aviation Airport Classification. The FAA Aeronautical Information
Manual explains parts of civil aviation that do not include scheduled or unscheduled air carriers or
commercial space operations, and demonstrates how they are defined in the context of Francis S.
Gabreski Airport operations and usage.6 The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is
an all-civil aviation operation with scheduled air services and non-scheduled air transport operations
for remuneration or hire. The General Aviation Airport Classification is a public-use airport that
does not have scheduled service or has scheduled service with less than 2,500 passenger boarding
each year et al., §47102(8).7

Gabreski Airport is home to 79 based aircraft ranging from small single engine propeller driven
aircraft to large corporate jets. Gabreski Airport is for general aviation purposes with no airline or
scheduled services. With three runways and a series of taxiways, Gabreski Airport is a prime
location for a wide range of operations. Gabreski Airport currently operates banner tow operations,
experimental and light aircraft operations, small to large propeller driven aircraft, small to large
corporate jet aircraft, biplanes, historic war planes, military aircraft, MEDIVAC, and law
enforcement aircraft, and has held an airship in the past. The recreational, business, and military use
of the airport falls under the guidance and control of the Federal Contract Tower which houses Air
Traffic Controllers from the FAA FCT Tower program.

At any given time Gabreski Airport can have aircraft training and also corporate jets arriving and
departing to destinations around the globe. The vast use of Gabreski Airport provides a large
economic benefit to the surrounding communities through jobs, revenue, infrastructure and utility

6
7

For more on the Aeronautical Information Manual, see here
For more on Title 49, Chapter 471 Airport Development, see here
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upgrades.8 Pilots and their passengers will fly into Gabreski Airport for breakfast or lunch at the
airport's café, go to their homes on the east end, and recreation or business meetings.
General Aviation activity is the largest percentage of airport operations at Gabreski Airport, with Air
Taxi and Military following. The majority of operations include transient aircraft arriving and
departing Gabreski Airport. Gabreski Airport has been known as a seasonal airport with the bulk of
operations occurring from Memorial Day to Labor Day. The COVID-19 Pandemic had a direct
impact on Gabreski Airport which kept the airport busy most of the year. Due to shifting traffic
patterns, the airport experienced an uptick in air traffic. In the first quarter of 2022, Gabreski
Airport finally started to decline back to pre-Covid operations, suggesting that air traffic may lessen.
Several items impact the operations at Gabreski Airport including the weather, economy, events, and
fuel prices. Since the operations at Gabreski Airport are mostly recreational, the mentioned items
will impact the airport much more than an airport with scheduled commercial service, since owners
will reduce the number of flights and where they fly, when these conditions are not favorable. When
weather is unfavorable, Gabreski could see very few operations where a sunny summer weekend can
see several hundreds of operations in one weekend. Gabreski Airport sees on average 50,000 to
60,000 operations annually.
Air National Guard
The mission of the Air National Guard is to provide worldwide personnel recovery, combat search
and rescue capabilities, expeditionary combat support, and civil search and rescue support to federal
and state authorities. The Air National Guard based at Francis S. Gabreski Airport houses C130J
turboprop fixed wing aircraft and HH-60 Helicopters. The Westhampton Air National Guard has
assisted in many search and rescue missions here on land and over the Atlantic Ocean, such as their
response to the 1995 Long Island Wildfires, Space Shuttle support, and the September 11th attacks in
2001.

The airport has brought utility upgrades to the area due to increased usage among tenants as well as construction
requirements. This has benefited some of the local communities as well since their utilities are now upgraded to new
equipment. The airport also has a Suffolk County Water Authority Pump Station, which boosts the water pressure
for the airport and surrounding community.
8
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The Air National Guard also assists the County in funding the airport through the Airport Joint Use
Agreement (JUA). The JUA provides funding for the use of the airfield, allows the Department of
Defense to support and maintain airfield radios in the Air Traffic Control Tower which provides
services to manage the Instrument Landing System, and permits the Air National Guard to assist in
funding Runway rehabilitation projects. The military presence at Gabreski Airport provides a
security function and also allows for dignitary and VIP movements on the east end.9 The critically
important mission of the Air National Guard has been a benefit and a source of pride to the east
end of Long Island for many years and the community recognizes the significance of their
presence.10

The Air National Guard operations typically account for 10 to 20 percent of all airport operations.
The Air National Guard is involved in the Airport Noise Mitigation Working Group meetings and
the Gabreski Community Advisory Board, as well as working closely with airport management to
ensure the operations of military aircraft are being followed in the most efficient way possible that is
conducive to maintaining a decent quality with respect to the surrounding community.

Hamptons Industrial Development Park
The Hampton Industrial Development Park is another major-use aspect adjacent to the Francis S.
Gabreski Airport. It consists of 58 acres of airport property on the western portion of the airport.
When fully established, the Industrial Park will consist of 5 industrial buildings totaling between
350,000 and 400,000 square feet. Currently, the Hampton Industrial Park is home to Tate's Cookies,
Westhampton Brewery, Ampco Distribution Services, and soon an Amazon last mile facility.

The Industrial Park currently has four of the five buildings complete and site work for the fifth and
final building, which started in the winter of 2021. It provides local jobs, developed an area of the
airport that was home to original Air Force buildings that were in disrepair, and generates economic

9

VIP Movements are for Federal or State Department individuals which may require Secret Service, State Department
Agents, and/or local law enforcement protection details.
10

The Air National Guard currently has a lease extending through March 31, 2066 with Suffolk County Gabreski Airport.
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viability to Suffolk County through land lease revenue. Additionally, the park went through many
FAA approvals to receive the “release of use” from aviation use to non-aviation use. This change
allows the airport to lease the property for development of businesses not related to the airport. In
return, the airport receives lease revenue which helps keep the airport self-sustaining.

The Town of Southampton has issued a Southampton Planned Development District (SPDD)
Master Plan for the Hampton Industrial Park which includes a list of approved uses. One of the
items mentioned in the SPDD is the restriction on use of the airport for businesses in the Hampton
Industrial Park.11

11

As stated by FAA officials at the February 9th, 2022 Community Advisory Board meeting, a restriction on use of the
airport, as required in the SPDD, may be inconsistent with the FAA’s quit claim deed. It was agreed that no further
action on this item is required at this time.
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IV. Public Comments and Correspondence
Public Comments
The Gabreski Airport CAB held four public meetings at the Suffolk County Legislature, Evans K.
Griffing Building, 300 Center Drive, Riverhead, New York. The dates of the public meetings were
July 28, 2021, November 17, 2021, February 10, 2022, and April 6, 2022. Throughout the course of
the Community Advisory Board’s assessment, the public comment portion was an essential
component of the process to help inform the board of all occurrences and happenings at the
airport.
Throughout the four public meetings, a total of 37 speakers participated in the public portion of the
Gabreski CAB with several speaking at more than one session. Specifically, noise was recorded as
the primary topic for 23 separate speaking times and increasing traffic was recorded as a concern for
8 speakers. The impact of the closing of the East Hampton Airport was spoken about 8 times.
Other issues presented by the public included nighttime traffic and quality of life.
All public comments included in the meeting minutes are found at the Suffolk County Legislature
website under the Gabreski Community Advisory Board.12 Due to the importance of listening to
public comment and maintaining oversight, Gabreski Airport with the assistance of the Legislature,
will seek to implement regularly scheduled community meetings, where the community can continue
to provide input. For more on this, see the Recommendations section.

Correspondence
The public meetings of the Gabreski CAB provided opportunity for written correspondence from
the community to members of the advisory board. Correspondences included analysis, assessment,
and key recommendations.
One of the correspondences included a letter from the United States Department of Transportation
submitted to the Gabreski CAB that was addressed to a board member, Jacqueline Chaplin, in
response to her letter to the US Secretary of Transportation. The letter’s main focus is a Part 161
12

For more on Suffolk County minutes and meeting information, see here.
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study, which seeks to mandate noise abatements. The letter explains how a Part 161 study could be
initiated.13 It maintains that a Part 161 must be initiated by the airport authority or sponsor seeking
to impose a noise or access restriction. Under Part 161, an airport sponsor could impose a noise or
access restriction at its airport by:
● Reaching an agreement with all aircraft operators at the airport, including potential new
entrants (Part 161, subpart B); or
● Conducting studies detailed in Part 161 subpart C or D, as appropriate. These studies reflect
the statutory requirements for imposing a noise or access restriction, and in the case of
subpart D, inform FAA’s approval of the restriction.
For FAA to approve restrictions, the following six statutory and regulatory conditions must be
met, as demonstrated in the Part 161 Study:
● The restriction is reasonable, non-arbitrary and nondiscriminatory;
● The restriction does not create an undue burden or interstate or foreign commerce;
● The proposed restriction maintains safe and efficient use of navigable airspace;
● The proposed restriction does not conflict with any existing federal statute or regulations;
● The applicant has provided adequate opportunity for public comment on the proposed
restriction; and
● The proposed restriction does not create an undue burden on the national aviation system.
Additional correspondence included submissions which discuss some of the above information on
Part 161 study, as well as changes that have occurred at the airport, its impact on the surrounding
community, and large taxi jets that are hailed to Gabreski to take passengers to other locations. The
correspondence cites that corporate jets are mainly using runway 6-24 out of convenience, causing
more community noise and mentions pilots are unwilling to take off from runway 15-33 because
that runway is not instrument-landing equipped, among other issues. Additionally, there is a
perception that Suffolk County Government may be overemphasizing the business side of Gabreski
rather than its general aviation function. A repeated recommendation was that more balance is
necessary to mitigate some of the overarching problems of noise exposure in the surrounding
community.
13

Public documents can be found here
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Recommendations in submitted correspondence include:
● Investment in instrument runway 15-33
● 90 degree power-off landings on runway 6 in cross-wind conditions
● Coordinate with the FAA to establish standard operating procedures governing operating
assignments
● Develop a standard instrument departure procedure that turns aircraft over the pine barrens
● Tower personnel training
● File a Part 161 application seeking mandatory noise abatement
Yet additional correspondence advocates for approaches to be established for Runways 15-33, not
1-19. Because the two runway surfaces are 90 degrees apart, they are able to cover more wind angles
with approaches that overfly unpopulated areas. According to the submission , they appear to have
lower weight limits. Those Runways also do not have any runway lights, which are necessary for an
approach to be used at night, and would require construction to install. Finally, the Airport Layout
Plan seems to have even lower requirements for these runways than 15-33. The correspondence
goes on to establish the following proposals:
● Establish Instrument Approach Procedures for Runways 15 and 33.
● Change the Gabreski Tower Standard Operating Procedure’s runway selection procedure.
a. Prefer using Runway 15 and 24 for arrivals, and Runways 6, and 33 for
departures. Use runways 6 and 33 for arrivals, and runways 15 and 24 for
departures, only when necessary due to strong winds in particular directions.
b. Keep the acceptable crosswind angle at 90 degrees on arrivals to runways 15 and
24.
c. Change the calm-winds default from landing runway 24, departing runway 6, to
landing runway 15, departing runway 6.
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● Upgrade the weather reporting station at the airport from an ASOS to an ATIS. 4.
● Work with NY TRACON to ensure approaches to runways 15 and 24 are preferred
at night when the tower is closed.
● Establish a Standard Instrument Departure or standard departure heading that turns
runway 24 departures to the north-west as soon as possible.
● Update the Chart Supplement to have the correct link to the voluntary noise abatement
procedures.
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V. Findings
Data and Statistics
Francis S. Gabreski Airport Management collects and maintains data on airport operations, noise
complaints, trends, and general data that helps predict operations, noise impacts, and provides areas for
improvement. The Gabreski Airport Community Advisory Board that was reconstituted in 2021, was
specifically interested in airport operations and noise impacts. This section will discuss the
pre-COVID and COVID numbers, as it is important to note the impact from the COVID pandemic
on Gabreski Airport and the local community.

OPERATIONS OVERVIEW. Francis S. Gabreski Airport will see on average 50,000 to 60,000
operations per year. A flight operation is one landing or one takeoff. A takeoff and landing would
count as two operations. In the early 2000’s Gabreski Airport had an aircraft flight school and glider
rides and school. Gabreski Airport also was impacted by the Dowling College flight school in
Brookhaven, as the aircraft would frequently come to Gabreski Airport for flight pattern work with an
air traffic control tower. With the additional operations from the flight schools at the airport and in
the area, Gabreski Airport noted a peak yearly operation count of just over 94,000 operations in 2005.
Since then the two flight schools at Gabreski Airport and the Dowling College flight school have all
ceased operations. This resulted in a gradual decline to the current operations average of 50,000 to
60,000 per year.

The majority of operations Gabreski Airport sees are classified as general aviation. This means the
aircraft are operating as a private use and not under a charter certificate. General Aviation includes the
small single multi-engine propeller aircraft and also the privately owned corporate jets. The second
most used type of operations at Gabreski Airport are the air taxi/charter companies. These are mostly
the corporate jets that operate under a FAA Part 135 Charter Certificate. There is also a mix of smaller
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turboprop propeller aircraft and small single multi-engine aircraft that are operating for charter flights,
but the majority are corporate jets. The last breakdown of type of operation is for the military aircraft.
The military typically consists of between 10 and 20 percent of the total overall airport operations
count. Helicopter flights are typically operating under a charter certificate and are shown in the charter
or general aviation designations depending on their type of operation.

TRENDS. The type of aircraft Gabreski Airport sees has been the largest difference in operations over
the last few years. Many of the operations have transitioned from smaller corporate jets to large
corporate jets. This transition from small to large corporate jets has increased the noise impact on the
local community.

There was also a noticeable increase in charter operations during the COVID pandemic. Airport
management equates this change to the restrictions on airlines, limited/canceled airline flights, and
restriction on foreign travel during the pandemic. This left the people that had to travel to find other
ways to get from one point to the next. One of the ways this could happen was by chartering a
corporate jet. The other impact that the airport noticed was that many of these large corporate jet
aircraft that are meant for transcontinental flights were now being used for domestic flights. Airport
representatives have noted that this was the case due to restrictions on international flights.

Corporate jet travel also provided people with a feeling of safety during the pandemic since they could
charter a corporate jet just for themselves, their families, and only the people they wanted to travel
with. This provided comfort knowing who was on the flight and kept the individuals out of the public
airport and out of a public aircraft with many people on it.
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REGULATIONS. Some of the concerns and questions received from the community during the
increase in noise complaints that started during the COVID pandemic are:
● Can Gabreski limit the number of aircraft coming to the airport?
● Can Gabreski limit the size or type of aircraft coming to the airport?
● Can Gabreski mandate a voluntary curfew?
● Can Gabreski mandate certain routes to be followed or certain runways be used?
The short answer to all of these questions is no. Gabreski Airport cannot limit or mandate rules for
aircraft operations. The regulations the airport follows can be found in the FAA Compliance Manual,
FAA Grant Assurances, and the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs).14

In addition to the airport rules and regulations, aircraft operators must follow additional regulations
according to the type of certificate under which they operate, such as Part 91 (general aviation) or Part
135 (charter). As the airport sponsor, which owns and operates the Francis S. Gabreski Airport,
Suffolk County must follow the regulations listed in certain FAA Grant Assurances ( is by,) in order to
receive federal grants and to maintain compliance with past, present, and future grant requirements.15
Additionally, the FAA Airport Compliance Manual discusses the airport rules and regulations that
must be followed in order to remain compliant with the Federal Aviation Regulations, FAA Grant
Assurances, and Airport Property Deed requirements.16

Gabreski Airport was acquired by Suffolk County under a quitclaim deed which was provided under
the Federal Surplus Property Act. This deed comes with additional requirements that must be
followed. Francis S. Gabreski Airport typically receives FAA grants every year and they are used to help
maintain and rehabilitate the airfield pavements, structures, equipment, and general airfield
A link to the FAA regulations can be found here.
A link to the FAA Grant Assurances is as follows.
16
The airport compliance manual can be found at the following link.
14
15
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maintenance items. These grants help fund many of the large capital projects needed to maintain the
airport. Having this additional funding source for large capital projects helps with keeping Gabreski
Airport self-sustaining. Between the grants, land leases, and landing fees, Gabreski Airport has been
self-sustaining for several years. This ensures that no funds are required from taxpayers or the County
General Fund to supplement the operation of the airport.

AIRPORT CLASSIFICATION. Francis S. Gabreski Airport is classified as a public use, general
aviation airport (non-primary). This designation comes with certain requirements. One of the
requirements is that the airport must be open for public use 24/7, 365 days per year. Another item to
note is that a general aviation airport, such as Gabreski Airport is not permitted to handle scheduled
commercial service. This means that no airlines or large scheduled cargo operations, which are
required to use airports certified under FAA Part 139, are able to operate at Gabreski Airport.

FAA Part 139 imposes additional rules and regulations that must be followed under penalty of
certificate revocation or suspension . In order to become a certified Part 139 airport Gabreski Airport
would need to undertake a tremendous overhaul of airport facilities, airport staff, airport security,
airport fire rescue, airport inspectors, and manuals/plans that would all need to be developed, reviewed,
and approved by the FAA. This would take many years and most likely would require the County to
hire an outside consultant, like Farmingdale Republic Airport currently has. At Farmingdale Republic
Airport, the NY State Aviation Bureau hired AvPorts to operate the airport due to the complexity of
maintaining a certified Part 139 airport.

For Gabreski Airport to become a Part 139 airport Suffolk County, as the airport sponsor, would have
to initiate a review and prove to the FAA that they meet all of the requirements in Part 139. This
process would need to go through Suffolk County Legislative approval due to the change in use from
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general aviation to commercial service. Currently there are no known plans or intentions to initiate
this change within airport management or Suffolk County government.

The following charts support the data and statistics referenced above, and were referenced at each of
the public meetings of the Gabreski Community Advisory Board in 2021-2022:

Airport Operations by month – 2018 through May 2022

Total Airport Operations by Year – 2014 – 2021
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Total Noise Complaints by month – 2018 through April 2022

Total Noise Complaints by year – 2016 through April 2022
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Total Noise Complaints by Type 2016 – 2021 Combined

Total Noise Complaints per Total Operations 2016 – 2021

FAA TRACON Traffic Flow Counts for IFR Arrivals
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Height above homes on a standard 3 degree approach angle glide path:

Runway 6 Instrument Approach Flightpath Image:
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Runway 6 Instrument Approach Procedure:
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Airport Diagram:
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Airport Overview - Google Image:
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Voluntary Noise Abatement Procedures – Jet Aircraft:
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Voluntary Noise Abatement Procedures – Helicopter:
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Voluntary Noise Abatement Procedures – Propeller Aircraft:
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IN SUMMARY. Airport Management informed the Advisory Board that Francis S. Gabreski Airport
follows a standard operations curve which shows a large increase in operations between the months of
May and August. This coincides with the large population of summer homes and beach residences on
the East End of Long Island. With the large increase in summer operations, typically comes a large
increase in reported noise impacts. In March 2020 when the COVID Pandemic hit and the airlines
were limited or not accessible, there was a large increase in corporate jet traffic. The East End of Long
Island also noticed a large increase in population working from home and staying in summer homes.
With increased operations and increased population, reported noise impacts rose significantly.
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In July and August 2021, the AirNoise.IO app was established for Gabreski Airport.17 This made it
significantly easier for residents to file a formal noise complaint against a specific aircraft at a particular
time by the push of a button. With the availability of the AirNoise app and the ease of use, noise
complaints rose significantly in July and August 2021. One item to take into consideration when
looking at the large increase in noise complaints with the AirNoise.IO app is, the app does not
delineate between aircraft that are overflying Gabreski Airport heading to alternate airports with
aircraft that are actually landing and taking off at Gabreski Airport. Some of the complaints we have
received are not in Gabreski Airport’s airspace and not speaking with Gabreski Tower.

The vast majority of noise complaints are directed toward the corporate jet, turbine powered aircraft.
These are the larger, multi-engine aircraft that generate more noise and are more noticeable than the
small single engine propeller aircraft. The small propeller aircraft are the second most complained
about aircraft type, with helicopters in third. The military typically sees few complaints and with the
new C130’s, the noise impact on the community should be further reduced.

A comparison of total operations and total noise complaints from 2016 through 2022, shows that
about 1.54% of all of the airport operations trigger noise complaints. This means that 98.46 percent
of airport operations arrive and depart without receiving a noise complaint. Airport Management
informed the Advisory Board that Francis S. Gabreski Airport is very active in working to inform
pilots, tenants, and all users of the airport, of the airport voluntary noise abatement procedures. This
includes preferred runways, recommended operating hours with a voluntary curfew from 11pm to
7am, and noise sensitive areas. Airport Management mentioned that the airport works with the air
traffic control tower and FAA TRACON facility to ensure cooperation and use of the noise abatement
procedures when operations and safety allow.

17

To download the AirNoise app, constituents may access the link here.
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The FAA TRACON traffic flow chart from July 2021 appears to indicate that the voluntary
procedures are working. 60% of the IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) aircraft arrive on Runway 24,
which is an indication that pilots, tower, and TRACON are working together to use the preferred
runway (Runway 24). Airport Management reported that Gabreski Airport and airport users will
continue to work together to ensure cooperation of the voluntary procedures when operations and
safety allow. Gabreski Airport has initiated the design and implementation of FAA GPS approach
procedures for Runway 15/33 at the request of the CAB. These procedures are anticipated to be
designed by November 2023 and if the airport is allowed to participate in the development of the FAA
procedures, we will be sure to keep the community informed

Because all aircraft must land, and there are no developed approach procedures that can navigate
around every neighborhood, residential communities near the airport will be unavoidable.. But
together with the support of the tower, pilots, airport, and local community, Gabreski Airport
management expressed the intention to develop a plan for future use of the airport, which will
minimize the impact on the surrounding communities, with the addition of the two instrument
approach procedures (one for Runway 15 and one for Runway 33). These additional procedures will
allow for the airport operations to be spread out around the surrounding airport communities to ease
the impact of aircraft noise.

FAA Reponses and Limitations
On February 10th 2022, representatives of the FAA who appeared before the Committee included
Steven Jones, Deputy Regional Administrator, Eastern National Engagement and Regional
Administration of the Federal Aviation Administration
● James Schultz, General Manager NY District, Air Traffic Organization
● Patrick Magnotta, Deputy Director, Airports Division
● David Cohen, Compliance Program Manager, Airports Division
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The CAB inquired about the possibility of establishing limitations on Flight operations, requiring
approach procedures, limiting cargo flights, and using rate structure for landings.

Gabreski Airport is a public airport and receives federal grants and aid. FAA representatives noted that
because Gabreski Airport is a public airport, included in the national plan of integrated airport
systems, and receives federal grant aid, regulations and obligations must be followed that are overseen
by the FAA. The two pertinent regulations germane to the CAB are the part 150 study and part 161
study, airport noise access restrictions. As the airport owner, Suffolk County may pursue each of these
through the FAA. Airport Management has stated that they will be applying for an FAA grant to
update the Airport Master Plan (current approved Master Plan is from 1990). Part of the updated
Master Plan will be a new noise contour map and if approved by the NY FAA District Office, a second
noise contour map that shows the seasonality impacts at Gabreski Airport will be included.18 It was
noted that less than 1% of the airport is left for development. The majority of the Gabreski Airports
approved developable land is currently leased due to the Central Pine Barrens restrictions on land use
which protects 35% or 520 acres of airport property from development. Approximately 18 acres of
available property remain for future aviation development (approximately 1% of total airport
property).

Part 150 is a voluntary program of noise mitigation that the FAA administers. Technical thresholds
must be reached, specifically day and night averages above 65 dB, representing significant noise impact
under FAA regulations measured on the average over 24 hours 365 days a year and mapped to reflect
impacted areas. If significant noise impacts are identified, then ground noise mitigation is
implemented. The seasonal nature of operations at Gabreski Airport would make it unlikely that the
65 dB averages stated above would be met. Therefore, no ground noise mitigation would commence
under Part 150 for the areas around Gabreski airport at this time.

18

The 1990 Master Plan can be found here.
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Part 161 is a regulation process designed to enable access restrictions for an airport, including
operations of cargo and freight flights. The FAA reported that no restrictions have ever been put in
place from a part 161 application since its inception in 1991. A part 161 study has the following
conditions which all must be met to impose restrictions; it must be reasonable, nonarbitrary,
nondiscriminatory, it must not create an undue burden on interstate and foreign commerce, it must
maintain safe and efficient use of the navigable airspace, it does not conflict with any existing statute or
regulation, the applicant has provided adequate opportunity for public comment, it does not impact
the national aviation system. Finally, all factors must be approved by the FAA, and all stakeholders at
an airport must agree with the applicant's request for restrictions under a part 161 application.19

Given the number and nature of the conditions set down by the FAA in part 161, Suffolk County
would unlikely successfully impose restrictions on flight operations at Gabreski Airport under this
current policy. The FAA representatives stated that the county would have to pursue a legislative
solution on the federal level to realize any desired restrictions on flight operations at Gabreski Airport.
The representatives recommend continued communication between the management of Gabreski
Airport and the FAA to educate pilots about the existing voluntary noise abatement plan, which
includes using various runways as safety permits.

Discussion revealed that local efforts to curtail the growth of Cargo and Freight operations are in place
at Gabreski Airport. The Town of Southampton has placed restrictions on cargo operations in its
zoning code. The Planned Development District (PDD) also put restrictions on Cargo and Freight at
the inception of the development of the industrial park at Gabreski, and a recent Town Board
resolution confirmed the restriction. Additionally, the Hamptons Business District went through
proper land release procedures with the FAA and granted a land release for a non-aeronautical lease
agreement. Even though the FAA granted a land release for non-aeronautical use, the property still
falls under the original Quit Claim Deed and the FAA grant assurances must be followed.

19

For more information on what is required of Part 161, see here.
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For Freight and Cargo to be added to the operations at Gabreski, Suffolk County would need to file for
a part 139 certificate to allow for such procedures. To be granted a part 139 certificate, the facility
would require substantial upgrades, and the request would need to be made by Suffolk County.
Legislator Krupski noted that an additional step to the county's process needs to be included so that
any request for a part 139 certificate should obtain approval by the Suffolk County Legislature.

On behalf of the Gabreski Community Advisory Board, Legislators Bridget Fleming and Al Krupski
submitted a letter to the FAA after reviewing questions that were outlined in correspondence. The
FAA representatives provided the following responses to the questions posed in the letter:

Question 1 - What limits can Suffolk County impose on Gabreski Airport, as an
airport under Suffolk County jurisdiction?
It was explained that Gabreski is a public airport and receives federal grants and aid. There are several
players and areas involved that impact airport noise and development around Gabreski Airport.
Development site locations, ground procedures that can minimize noise from ground sources,
improving airport design, and pursuing land acquisition are some of the items that affect community
sound impacts.

Since Gabreski Airport is a public use airport, included in the National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems (NIPIAS), and receives Federal Grant Funds, there are regulations and obligations that must
be followed that are overseen and enforced by the FAA. Part 150 is a voluntary program on noise
mitigation that is administered by the FAA. Technical thresholds must be reached, specifically a
day-night average noise level above 65 decibels, which represents significant noise impact under FAA
Regulations. At that 65 decibel level and higher, airports then can design mitigation measures and
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potentially receive funding through the Airport Improvement Program for those measures. Common
measures include sound installation and land acquisition.

One concern is the 65 DNL level reflects the average over a 24 hour period 365 days per year and may
not reflect the higher levels during peak noise hours. Mr. Magnotta encouraged a dialogue on that
alternative analysis to start with a discussion between the airport and the local FAA administrator.

Part 161 is distinct in that it is not generally seen as a regulation process to enable access restrictions. It
is based on the Airport Noise Capacity Act of 1990 (ANCA).20 Part 161 requires an application
process to impose restrictions and control at an airport. Part 161 was published and put into place in
1991 and to date no Part 161 studies have been approved.

A Part 161 study is needed for any proposed restrictions and is not necessarily a noise analysis but an
analysis of the impact of a restriction on the national airspace system. There are 6 conditions for any
restrictions, setting a very high bar for Part 161.

Part 161 – proposed restriction(s) criteria:
1. Must be reasonable, non-arbitrary; non-discriminatory
2. Not create an undue burden on interstate and foreign commerce
3. Maintain safe and efficient use of the navigable airspace
4. Does not conflict with any existing statute or regulation
5. Applicant has provided adequate opportunity for public comment
6. Does not impact the national aviation system

Mr. Cohen added that the FAA must approve of the study. It is a significant investment by the FAA to
conduct the study.

20

For more, see S.3094 - Airport Capacity Act of 1990
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Question 2: Can noise abatement be considered with meaningful measures of the
following? Fewer landings, Alternative routes, Higher altitudes, Regulation of
airport operating hours, Determine the runways that have the least impact on
surrounding communities, and prioritize them for use.
Alternative routes, and higher altitudes can be looked at in a Part 150 study. Regulation of airport
hours and reduction of landings likely falls under a Part 161 study. Alternative routes and higher
altitudes work to a certain point. Once established on a final approach to land there are standard
altitudes, rates of descent, and procedures that must be followed.

However, Mr. Schultz explained, the FAA would like to continue the relationship working with
Airport Manager, Joshua Smith and increase communications. They’d like to continue to look at the
current traffic flow. Specifically, complaints come down to utilization of Runway 24 versus aircraft
landing on Runway 6. There is an education piece with three key players:
● The pilots - they need to understand that while safety is a priority, they should not
request Runway 6 for any reason, especially when Runway 24 is active - This is
currently in the Noise Abatement Plan. Educating Pilots - hosting some type of forum
for pilots
● Work with Radar Approach Facility in Westbury - making sure they are fully aware and
briefed of the Noise Abatement Plan and encourage use of Runway of 24
● Increasing communications between Josh Smith and James Schultz, General Manager
NY District, Air Traffic Organization

Altitude and traffic flow are aspects that can be looked at. There might be a level of discretion. The
FAA explained the Noise Abatement Plan is voluntary and there is a general policy discouraging
subsidizing pilots and operations. Education forums at Gabreski for pilots was noted as a good
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suggestion by the FAA. To the FAA, alternative runways may be viable if safety permits. The FAA can
take the option of using Runway 15-33 back to the control tower as long as safety is not an issue.

Question 3 - What steps can the County take to limit cargo and freight flights?
The FAA stated the only way the County would be allowed to limit would be to go through the Part
161, which is not likely. The County would have to show that the cargo and freight are the source of
the noise and the problem. It would be very difficult to justify limiting those flights.

The FAA stated that the limitation of Gabreski Airport is that it is not a Part 139 airport. A 139
certificate would be the opposite direction in terms of limiting noise. But a Part 139 has very specific
requirements, including: firefighting vehicles and staff trained in firefighting safety. Farmingdale has a
139 certificate.

Usually an airport has a 139 certificate when it has certain types of uses of the airport, such as larger
aircraft and above a certain size for cargo operations. Much more stringent and expensive to maintain a
139 airport. The FAA explained there are many steps and a series of requirements to take before a 139
certificate.

Josh Smith explained further that the restrictions are part of the industrial development park through a
land lease request and the restrictions are placed in the Southampton Planned Development District
(SPDD) Master Plan. Mr. Smith also explained that the Hamptons Business District went through the
proper land release procedures within the FAA and was granted a land release for a non-aeronautical
lease agreement. The FAA did note however that the Grant Assurances and Compliance Regulations
would still hold true on the released property and the restriction on cargo in the SPDD could be a
violation.
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Question 4 - Review the rate structure for landings (relative to what the FAA
regulates)
Increasing the rates on certain operations as it relates to noise mitigation would be against the grant
assurances from the FAA. The airport cannot establish fees for the use of the airfield that exceed the
airport proprietor's airfield costs. Airports should be as self-sustaining as possible. The increased rates
must be justified.

The FAA explained that a violation of the grant assurances would be evaluated by type of complaint. If
the airport is found to be in violation of an FAA Grant Assurance then the FAA would give the airport
an opportunity to resolve the issue. If the airport did not comply, the FAA could suspend or limit
grants.

Mr. Jones concluded that the FAA will be keeping communications open between the FAA and
Gabreski. Also, he offered the opportunity for follow up questions from the Community Advisory
Board members. He added that the team would sit down and look at education and other areas that
could help the airport.

Implications of the Reclassification of East Hampton Airport
Located to the east of Gabreski on the south fork is the East Hampton Airport under the management
of the Town of East Hampton. They have sought to extinguish FAA grant assurances thereby refusing
funding from the FAA. This process began two decades ago to gain greater control of its facility. In
September 2021, those federal grant assurances ran out, and East Hampton Town is attempting to
assert more control over its facility. As of the writing of this report, there are ongoing changes taking
place. In 2021 a diversionary study was issued by the town of East Hampton evaluating which airports
on eastern Long Island could handle the operations from East Hampton Airport if it were to close.
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The study determined that Gabreski could handle all operations from HTO, which are 30,000
annually. Other aviation facilities on the South Fork were considered, including the helipad in
Southampton Village and the Montauk airstrip. The report did not consider consumer behavior,
proximity, and travel times–it simply evaluated neighboring airport capacity in size. The situation with
the East Hampton airport is ongoing and requires continued monitoring.21

21

For additional updates and news regarding the status of East Hampton Airport, check here.
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VI. Recommendations
After four public meetings of the Gabreski Community Advisory Board, which invited public
commentary, presentations from experts, and full deliberative discussion amongst board members,
the members of the Gabreski Community Advisory Board were charged with establishing a
subcommittee to compose recommendations summarizing the concepts reviewed throughout the
four meetings and underscore key recommendations. The following is an overview of the major
recommendations and items explored as possible solutions for the issues facing Gabreski Airport
and the surrounding community.
Technology
● Equip Runway 15-33 with GPS
● Update the FAA Chart Summary with a correct link to the Voluntary Noise
Abatement
● The airport webpage has been corrected and the new webpage domain address is
gabreski-airport.org

Alternate Runway Use
WIND IMPACT ON RUNWAY SELECTION. Fixed wing aircraft are designed to take off and
land into the wind. This process allows the aircraft to have a slower groundspeed and a stabilized
approach. Knowing that the wind will not be aligned with a runway at all times, aircraft are designed
to handle crosswind components. Each aircraft will have its own specific limits for crosswind
landing and takeoff. Larger aircraft weighing more will have a larger acceptable crosswind than a
smaller aircraft weighing less. The crosswind component allows aircraft to operate on a single
runway with a variety of wind conditions, with the emphasis on the winds most aligned with the
runway.
At Francis S. Gabreski Airport there are 3 paved surfaces and 6 runway directions. Runway 6 and
Runway 24 are the same paved surface but with opposite ends allowing for aircraft to operate in
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both directions. Runway 15 and Runway 33 are the same paved surface and Runway 1 and Runway
19 are the same paved surface. The 6 runways at Gabreski Airport are all unique. Runway 6 is a
GPS equipped runway which allows for certain minimums for operation in poor weather. Runway
24 is ILS equipped which allows for a separate set of minimums for operation in poor weather.
Runway 15 is a visual runway with a PAPI (Precision Approach Path Indicator) landing aid. Runway
33 is a visual runway with a VASI (Visual Approach Slope Indicator) landing aid. Runway 15 and 33
are not equipped for instrument landing procedures. Runway 1 and Runway 19 are non-lit visual
runways only.
Charter company approved procedures also impact runway selection. Some companies may not
allow a flight operating under a charter certificate to fly a visual approach if an instrument approach
is available. These procedures impact the runway usage at Gabreski Airport. With Runway 6/24
being the only instrument rated runways and the longest runways at Gabreski Airport, the aircraft
will operate on either of these runways as frequently as possible for safety and operational reasons.
The blue and orange lines on the compass rose below show Runway 6/24 (orange) and Runway
15/33 (blue). Since Runway 6/24 is the only instrument rated and longest runway, aircraft will
operate on Runway 6 when the winds are on the eastern half of the rose between a wind direction of
330 and 150. When the winds are on the western half of the compass rose, between 330 and 150,
Runway 24 will be used. Runway 15/33 is used when there are strong gusty winds favoring Runway
33 or Runway 15 and visibility standards are at an acceptable level.
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With the addition of GPS instrument procedures on Runway 15 and Runway 33, the airport will be
able to work with the tower, TRACON, pilots, and tenants to develop an operations plan which will
allow the use of the 4 runways. The compass rose below is the same image as above but with the
addition of two red lines, one on 015/195 and one on 105/285. These two red lines show where the
winds can be split to allow for the use of the alternate runways. For example: if the winds were 350
at 10 knots, most aircraft currently would opt to take runway 6 for the additional length and
instrument procedure. With the addition of the GPS to Runway 15/33, the aircraft and tower are in
a better position to use Runway 33 and Runway 33 would be the active runway. The compass rose
below shows the split between the 4 runways and which runway would be used in a certain wind
direction. This version of the compass shows the impact of adding the GPS to Runway 15/33.
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Wind direction, runway capability (instrument procedures, visual procedures, lighting systems), and
runway length all play into the decision for which runway is the active runway at a specific point in
time. Another key consideration is the current, past, and forecasted winds. If the winds have been
favoring a certain runway all day and they are starting to shift back and forth between two runways,
the main wind pattern will be used until a switch is justified. There is a fair amount of coordination
between tower, TRACON, and pilots that is required in order to switch an active runway being used
for aircraft on instrument procedures. For this reason there needs to be a steady shift to the
alternate runway in order to switch runway uses when the winds are shifting.
Under calm wind conditions the airport's preferred runway is Runway 24. Calm conditions are
when the wind speed is under 5 knots. This does happen occasionally but for most of the time,
Gabreski Airport has winds greater than 5 knots. This wind condition may not significantly affect
larger aircraft but with the wide range of aircraft operating at Gabreski Airport, this wind condition
could affect a small single engine aircraft much more. Opposite direction traffic is not something
the airport, tower, or TRACON recommend due to the increased safety risk and will be avoided as
much as possible.
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The property conditions of the airport and surrounding community affect the wind at the airport as
well. Francis S. Gabreski Airport consists of approximately 1,451 acres of open space. The
property conditions surrounding the airport include the Pine Barrens Forests and local development
communities. With the surrounding property conditions and the airport's open space, Gabreski
Airport sees various wind conditions that do not always match what is seen from the neighboring
communities. This can be due to heating and cooling differences of paved surfaces, grassy fields,
and treed forests or the natural barriers of trees and swirling effect of wind into the airport. The
airport also has the ocean approximately 3 miles from the airport's center point and the Peconic Bay
approximately 5 miles from the airport center point. All of these conditions affect the wind patterns
and velocities which is why having the alternate GPS procedures on Runway 15/33 will provide the
necessary equipment to cover the vast majority of winds at Gabreski Airport and allow for the use
of alternate runways.
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The above is a chart that most pilots use when trying to calculate the effect of the wind on their
flight. The example on the lower right side of the images shows how a 20 knot wind at a 60 degree
angle provides 10 knots of headwind and 17 knots of crosswind component. The chart shows how
a wind that is almost perpendicular to the runway can still provide a headwind, or tailwind if looked
at incorrectly which is why the prevailing winds that favor a runway the most are used.

Education
● Continued use of Gabreski Voluntary Noise Abatement Program
● Continue and Expand Education for Pilots/Air Traffic Control Tower/Approach
and Departure Control
● Periodically review/reinforce preferred procedures with Pilots and Air Traffic
Control
● Work more closely with Tracon to ensure use of alternate runways/noise abatement
procedures

Legislation
Some of the comments mentioned at the Gabreski Community Advisory Board meetings touched
upon the need for additional legislation to help improve public oversight, transparency, and
communication. The following discusses ongoing plans to move legislative recommendations
forward, which include: a) IR 1441-22, requiring legislative approval of any changes at the airport ,
and b) extending IR 1062-21 or introducing a new resolution establishing an annual public meeting
with appropriate public announcement mechanisms that inform the public that the meetings are
being held. Another recommendation included federal legislation: The regulation process to enable
access restrictions is known as Part 161 based on the airport noise capacity act of 1990. Any part
161 study has six conditions that must be met with approval from the FAA. To date, there have been
no restrictions put in place from any part 161 application in the country. In addition, all
stakeholders at an airport must be in agreement with the applicant of the part 161 application. Due
to the onerous nature of these requirements, we recommend that Federal legislation be implemented
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to augment the Noise Capacity Act of 1990 in order to make Part 161 a more viable option to
address the impact of air noise on neighboring communities.
To address public concerns of the airport’s use, there is pending legislation being introduced to
ensure that the Legislature be equipped with authorization capabilities with respect to airport usage.
IR 1441 A Charter Law requiring legislative approval before seeking to initiate changing the airport
certification of the Francis S. Gabreski Airport in Westhampton Beach. Currently, the legislation is
pending approval and a signature form the County Executive. The purpose of this bill is to require
that the airport manager of the Francis S. Gabreski Airport at Westhampton Beach first obtain prior
legislative approval before seeking Federal Aviation Administration (‘FAA”) approval for any airport
operational certification amendments.22
Furthermore, to enhance public oversight and remedy public concern of the need to maintain an
advisory commission, a simple motion to enable the Legislature to maintain oversight of Airport
operations and implications annually can be introduced. Either through an amendment process to
IR 1062-21 or the passage of a new resolution, the Legislature should consider devising or extending
the Community Advisory Board to meet on an annual basis throughout the duration of Suffolk
County’s control of the airport. The legislation should include the development of a regular
oversight body to meet on a once a year basis. The proposed legislation would require an annual
meeting of the Gabreski Airport CAB by appointed board members. The meeting would be
organized through the Legislative District Office where Gabreski is located. The goal is to maintain
necessary oversight and recognize the importance of community input as critically important parts
of the airport’s fundamental sustainability.

22

More on IR 1441-22 can be found here
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